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fine—Si most difficult thing pulled off—should I say
'pulled out of the fire9 or £mto the fire'?—just about as
well as could be Especially I liked your call of Martin
and the waiting for him to come I wish I liked the
play anything so much as well It is the most uncom-
fortably horrible thing I have seen for a long time, and
the author does not seem to me to make it quite clear
whether he wishes us for the purposes of the play to
dip our minds into belief in witch-craft—and for the
time share it—or whether he would only show how
people were dnven by the atmosphere of their time
to believe themselves witches If so I don't think he
gets the note of pity nearly strong enough, and that,
to me, is where the play fails We are horrified and
lacerated without being given a sufficiently human
and permanent basis for the standardising of our
feelings—so different from the 'Trojan Women' where
the horror was just as intense, but the great human
note of underlying values too resonant to be missed
It all made me deadly uncomfortable without sufficient
excuse for the discomfort and I vote you do Lady
Macbeth with all speed There you will give me
horror I can accept without spiritual vomitings—if the
phrase may be allowed
"I hope you thrive within yourself and are enjoying
giving us these goose-flesh creeps Ow-wow1 I haven't
got over them yet"
I have read the letter many times It has helped me
to understand that, just as all great tragedy is built on
the two emotions of fear and pity, so the art of the tragic
actress must always be to evoke in her audience at the
first moment when the play begins to reach its climax
those two emotions, and evoke them simultaneously
This can only be done by conveying across the footlights
the mevitableness and the irrevocableness of tragic fate
The curtain rises on Lady Macbeth in the sleep-walking
scene There must be an instant presentation of the
pathos, as well as the horror, of it all, so that the audience

